Geostationary satellites like MSG allows to detect and monitor thermal anomalies (wild fires, volcanic eruption) with a refresh frequency ranging from 5 to 15 min. Such a frequency meets the requirements of the institutions involved in contrasting the fire events and could provide information on the temporal behavior of the fire (through Fire Radiative Power, FRP) and the spatial distribution of the events with the related hazard for the population and infrastructure when more occurrences are simultaneously present. A limitation to the operational applicability of this tool is represented by the present low spatial resolution of the MSG/SEVIRI sensor ranging from 3 km at the equator to 4.5 km at Mediterranean latitudes. Whereas the limitations related to the sensitivity of the geostationary sensor to fire sizes has been, at least in part, overcome by introducing specific algorithms, the reduced accuracy in the geographic localization of the fire, which can, in principle, occupy any position in an area of about 16 km 2 (at Mediterranean latitude) makes this information not very much interesting for the institutions involved in fire fighting. This paper is focused on the analysis of the feasibility of improving the localization of the thermal anomalies (hot spots) based on geostationary sensors by combining images acquired simultaneously from different MSG satellites located at different longitudes. In particular, we combine the images acquired by MSG-9 (RSS) located at long. 9.0° and MSG-8 (IODC) located at long. 40.5°. The results seem to confirm the possibility to improve the accuracy of the detection by exploiting the observation of the events from different position in the space.
INTRODUCTION
Early detection of forest fires based on satellite images presents two main justifications:
1) It could help reduce the response time of the reaction system. The possibility of realizing a timely detection of a fire requires a quasi-continuous observation of the area of interest. This can be obtained by means of a single geostationary satellite [such as the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) or Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)] or by means of a constellation made up of a high number (at least 12) of satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO).
2) In case of several fires occurring at the same time, it provides an unbiased decision tool to the decision makers to optimize the use of, often, limited resources.
In the last few decades, the occurrences of fires in the European Mediterranean countries (France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain) have increased from the average of 40000 fires per year in the period 1970-1980, corresponding to a forested area of about 228000 ha/year, to about 50,000 fires and 470,000 burned hectares of the last decade (JRC Report n. 10 
, Forest Fires in Europe 2009, EUR 24502 EN -2010).
According to the fire-fighting agencies, a satellite-based fire detection system can be considered operationally useful for Mediterranean countries when fires with a minimum extension of 1500m 2 can be detected with a temporal resolution of 30min. In fact, such a system must be able to detect fires at their first stage, when it is possible to extinguish them more easily. The use of satellite images to detect forest fires is a well-known application based on the exploitation of different sensors [such as the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer, the Terra Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), GOES, etc.] characterized by various spatial resolutions [1] - [4] . At present time, several web services providing active fire information derived from satellite images are available (Fire Information for Resource Management System (FIRMS), European Forest Fire Information System EFFIS, Fire Identification Mapping and Monitoring Algorithm (FIMMA), Wildfire Automated Biomass Burning Algorithm (ABBA), etc.). However, it must be pointed out that most of these applications does not aim at supporting counteracting operations and event management. In fact, the main purpose of fire-detection applications (except in very rare cases) is that of carrying out a statistical study of the events and their possible environmental impact in terms of burnt area and variation of the optical characteristics of the atmosphere due to burning products (global-scale climate change). In particular, because of the sensors' reduced spatial resolution, applications based on geostationary sensors (GOES, MSG) were mostly devoted to better estimate the aerosol emission by forest fires, which is considered as one of the main causes of the global greenhouse effect.
Fires occurring in the Mediterranean area are rarely significant in terms of burning products released in the atmosphere. Nevertheless, they have a dramatic impact on the extension of vegetated areas in regions with relatively scarce vegetation and on human lives and infrastructure.
Several research projects aiming at realizing early warning systems based on remote sensing have been developed in the recent years. However, they all face the present technological limits of satellite sensors in providing suitable spatial and/or temporal resolutions.
Algorithms specifically devoted to fire detection using low resolution multispectral imagery can be categorized in two classes: fixed threshold and contextual threshold [4] - [7] . Both methods can be based on a single-or multichannel approach and show some limits related to the selection of the thresholds to detect fire or potential fire pixels. In fact, the fixed threshold technique gives good results for a particular region/biomass [6] . On the other hand, the contextual technique is applicable to a wide range of conditions, but it requires conservative thresholds in the attempt to reduce false fire detection [6] . To overcome these limits, in the framework of a project funded by the Italian Space Agency (ASI) a third approach, able to exploit the high sampling frequency of the MSG/SEVIRI sensor and potentially capable to support the Italian Fire Brigades in the firefighting phase, was selected. It is based on a changedetection technique to maximize the fire-recognition capabilities of the system in spite of its limited spatial resolution [8] . This technique consists of comparing two or more consecutive images acquired at 15-min (or 5 min) intervals, for which any detected thermal change can be attributed to fast dynamic phenomena, such as fires, when natural changes are modeled and removed. However, apart from the sensitivity of forest fire detection algorithm another significant limit of the information provided by geostationary satellites concerns the low spatial resolution of the images (about 4 km at Italian latitude). This means that the thermal anomaly can be geo-localized with an approximation of ± 2km. In some cases, this approximation increases the skepticism of the users on this tool even if the advantage of an instrument capable to provide a synoptic view of fires distribution at national level and an objective way to assess their intensity (through the Fire Radiative Power, FRP) remains. Therefore, the present paper aims at presenting the results obtained in the process of improving the accuracy of the localization of the forest fires detected by geostationary satellite by combining the images acquired simultaneously from two or more MSG satellites (Fig. 1 ). In particular, section 2 is devoted at describing data used and the method applied, section 3 is devoted to describe and discuss the results of the adopted approach.
DATA & METHOD
The area of interest is shown in Fig. 2 . It corresponds to Calabria and Sardinia regions which are two of the Italian regions most affected by fires during the summer season. As an example, Fig. 2 also shows the fire events, as provided by National Fire Corps, occurred in Calabria and Sardinia from the 20th of July to the 20th of August 2017. However, these data can be used to show the incidence of the wildfires phenomenon in the regions but, unfortunately, they cannot be, in general, used to check the accuracy of the hot spot localization based on satellite images (geostationary and polar sensors: MSG/SEVIRI, Terra and Aqua/MODIS and SNPP/VIIRS) since sometime the geolocation of the event refers to the municipality where it occurred or the first intervention point reached by intervention team. Therefore, the analysis was done by comparing SEVIRI hot spots with these provided by MODIS and VIIRS, using the ground based measurements of the events for which the location accuracy has been assessed. Concerning the satellite data, MODIS and VIIRS hot spots has been obtained from the FIRMS Web Fire Mapper. SEVIRI hot spots have been computed by applying the SFIDE software [8] - [9] , developed by the author and colleagues, to the MSG-9 images (Rapid Scanning Service, Fig. 1 ) which provides images with 5 min refresh frequency. The SFIDE algorithm was originally developed in 2005 [8] , since then it has been significantly improved in the last few years exploiting international funds, cooperation of Regional Civil Protection Departments and PhD's students [9] . The algorithm exploits the high refresh frequency of the SEVIRI images to detect as small as possible changes in the averaged brightness temperature of a pixel. The images of the MSG satellite series are directly received at the University laboratory (EOSIAL, eosial.psm.uniroma1.it) through the EUMETCAST dissemination system of EUMETSAT. Due to the spatial resolution of the SEVIRI sensor at our latitude (about 4 km), in general, the position of the fire in the pixel can be defined with an approximation as high as ± 2 km. This approximation could be too high to allow the use of this information for guiding the teams devoted at contrasting the fires. In order to improve the accuracy of the geolocation of the hot spot within the pixel we propose a method composed of two steps: -combining the images acquired simultaneously by the SEVIRI sensor on board of MSG 9 RSS (located at 9.5° in longitude) with those provided by MSG-8 IODC (located at 41.5° latitude), Fig. 1 . The comparison can be done every 15 minutes since MSG-8 has a refresh frequency of 15 min. -Superimpose the SEVIRI image on a higher resolution vegetation fuel map of the area of interest in order to associate to the hot spot position (corresponding to the pixel coordinates) a probability distribution of the fire position based on the characteristics of the vegetation in the 4x4 km 2 pixel.
The idea to exploit the images acquired simultaneously from the RSS and IODC sensors which observe the surface from different position in the space is based on the following consideration. The pixel grid corresponding to the image acquired by each sensor has a different distribution (see Fig.  3 ), as a consequence, the actual position of the fire in the pixel of RSS defines in which pixel of the IODC image the thermal anomaly is detected. Fig. 3 shows the pixel grid corresponding to the image of the area acquired by RSS. In the same figure, on the right, zooming in the area of interest it is possible to notice the difference in the pixels grid of the images taken by the two different satellites. Fig. 3 on center shows in green the RSS pixels grid and in blue the IODC pixels grid. However, given the different distribution of the IODC pixels grid (blue lines) in accordance with the actual position of the fire in the pixels of the RSS image it will be detected in a different pixel of the IODC image. That is, the fire in the pixel identified by the number 1 (Fig. 3 right) would be detected in one of the four pixels identified with the yellow color numbers. Thus, this approach allows, in principle, to improve the geo-localization of the actual fire.
The approach adopted herein follows the methodologies developed in the last few years to co-register satellite images at sub-pixel accuracy [10] . Many applications require an image registration scheme to estimate the underlying correspondence between two or more images, which have been acquired either by a single sensor at different times, or by different sensors at the same time but from different viewpoints, or by a combination of the above. Many techniques have been proposed for image registration. The most commonly used methods that provide subpixel accuracy are based on interpolation [11] .
The technique proposed here is based on the evidence that a spatial domain technique is suitable for subpixel image registration [10] . The proposed technique aims to maximizing the correlation coefficient, which is a measure that provides robustness to photometric distortions. Most of the image registration algorithms are based on SIFT (Scaleinvariant feature transform) [12] . The geo-location of the fire within the pixel has been obtained by using an offset tracking approach based on sub-pixel cross-correlation between two simultaneously images acquired with different view geometry. The offsets due to the different viewpoints (atmospheric effect, pixel sizes, etc.) cannot be ignored. We will test the effect of these disturbances on the quality of the fire localization.
The method applied here is based on the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) which allows to derive a set of 2-dimensional (2D) offsets between reference image (RSS) and slave image (IODC). The similarity, defined as the correlation coefficient, is computed as follows:
where Im1 and Im2 represent the RSS and IODC images, respectively with a two-dimensional (a, b) which can be described as: Im2(x, y) = Im1(x-a, y-b). M*N is the correlation windows size. and are the mean values of the pixels of the images pair in the correlation window. The NCC method searches for maximum correlation (i.e., maximum similarity) between window pairs formed by the two images. Those window pairs for which a maximum correlation is detected, are considered as corresponding pairs. From this, the 2D offsets of the hot spot (fire) w.r.t. the coordinates of the pixel center can be obtained. To achieve the sub-pixel accuracy of correlation, the image intensities are oversampled prior to crosscorrelation.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
As can be deduced from Fig. 3 , the improvement depends on the differences between the coordinated of the pixels in the two images. The maximum of the improvement can be obtained when one of the coordinates of the pixel in one image is at a distance of half pixel from the other one (Fig.  3) . This can be explained by observing the right-bottom picture of Fig. 3 . As it can be seen, when the pixels coming from the two images are arranged as shown in white box (optimal conditions), according to its actual position, the fire in the RSS/SEVIRI pixel can occupy one of the 4 pixels of the IODC image. In the case shown in the orange box (bad case) of Fig. 3 the fire, according to its actual position, can be in one of 2 IODC image pixels. The possibility to improve the geo-localization of the hot spots has been demonstrated by simulating the effect of a fire on pixels corresponding to RSS and IODC images. The paper is devoted to demonstrated this improvement on actual events occurred during 2017 fire season. These two regions are among the most tormented by the phenomenon during the fire season in Italy. The improvement in the accuracy of the geolocation of the forest fires detected by applying the SFIDE algorithm to the RSS/SEVIRI images will be assessed by using the following data and procedure:
-Burned areas detected from high spatial resolution satellite images; -Fire locations provided by Italian National Fire Brigades; -Hot spots detected by using MODIS images as downloaded from laadsweb.nasa.us -Averaged differences between MSG single image based forest fire geolocation and above listed data; -Averaged differences between IODC corrected geolocation and above listed data; -To assess the improvement obtained in the hot spots geolocation the distribution of the relative pixels distance should be taken into account.
